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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Progress is often a compromise. In the case of
the BMW 3-series, that compromise is between the "sport" and "sedan" sides of the car's
personality: quick reflexes and driver feedback versus comfort, speed, and isolation. While it's
no secret that the Three is an industry standardâ€”most carmakers willingly admit to using it as
the sport-sedan benchmarkâ€”the gap between BMW and its competition has never been
smaller. So why are we looking at two BMWs? Because their differences are telling. First, the
nameplate that everyone once loved is still amazing but no longer as universally adored, and a
lot of people are wondering why. Second, if you examine where the 3-series is going, you learn
something about the industry that follows it. The maroon car here is a iâ€”six cylinders, hp. Its
basic shell, known as the E90 chassis, was sold from â€” The red one is a iâ€”four cylinders,
hp, Sport package a necessity, as the standard i suspension is Camry-cushy. Its platform,
designated F30, debuted for Both of our test cars have manual transmissions, because duh. We
decided against the i because the i is BMW's volume model, and besides, it's the one we'd buy
with our own money. Also, the model's recent switch to a four-cylinder pays enormous
dividends in EPA fuel-economy testing. More on that later. It's obvious that these are similar
cars. The F30 is prettier, especially next to this pre-face-lift E90, with the latter's milk-mustache
grille and awkward taillights. The new Three's extra length pays off in a roomier back seat. Then
again, we piled four six-footers into the E90, and each was comfortable enough to spend an
hour or two in the car. To what end that extra space? Our old i's base seat and steering wheel
aren't as comfortable as this new car's sport-package setup, but all of its interior materials feel a
full class more expensive than the new car's. And that's everywhere, from the switchgear to the
center console to the glove box. In back, the difference is more pronounced, where the new car
feels rental-car grade. Its trunk space is bigger on paper but no more usable. On rough roads,
the F30 Sport-pack rides better than the non-Sport E90, likely thanks to its adaptive suspension.
The F30 also seems quieter at first, but the racket transmitted from front-end bumps is
surprising, and at highway speeds, the sunroof produces too much wind noise to leave open.
Neither is a problem on the old car. The new car's electrically assisted power steering is quite
good and, thanks to software updates, will likely get better , but it's not great, and when it
occasionally communicates what the chassis is doing, it tells you what just happened. The
E90's hydraulic steering, by contrast, tells you what's about to happen. That's an important
distinction as you're approaching the limits of a car's suspension: "Dude, you're sideways" is a
different thing from "Don't feed in any more throttle, because your rear tires are about to break
traction. So far, it's a toss-up. But then we come to the engine. The E90's musical straight-six
dominates the experience from the second you start it, the cabin buzzing with excitement from
idle to redline. You feel the engine's subtle vibes in the shifter and row the gears just for the fun
of it. That just doesn't happen in the F BMW's N20 is an extraordinarily well-behaved turbo four,
but even the best four can't compete with a world-class six. The Bavarians wisely isolated the
cabin from the four-cylinder's noise and vibration, but the resulting disconnect turns this BMW
into more of a BmW. Motor is no longer this car's true middle name. The four is acoustically

absent under rpm, then comes alive with a satisfying, purposeful snarl, albeit one that only lasts
for a thousand revs. With the acoustic reward largely absent, you find yourself keeping rpm low
and riding the wave of turbo torque. In terms of real-world speed, the two cars are evenly
matched, posting identical results on the 5-tomph rolling-start test, where the naturally
aspirated six's instant response beats the four's turbo lag. On the conventional 0â€”60 run, the
more powerful four-banger is 0. Not so fast. In real-world driving, we observed a gain of less
than 1. At that rate, all of the new car's expensive technology would save a tank roughly Is that
trade-off worth it? Our decision was unanimous: We liked the old car better, if only by a slight
margin. And later, when we hopped into a post-face-lift, Sport-package-equipped E90 i, it was
game over for the F No contest. As a premium luxury vehicle with all manner of tech gizmos, the
new i might equalâ€”or betterâ€”the old. But for driving enthusiasts, the E90 remains the
benchmark. The F30 might be bigger and prettier, but to us, it's not necessarily better. Join
Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the
Perfect Race-Car Driver. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported
onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From New Cars. BMW has significantly upgraded the turbocharged engine in the i models;
though its Read more For , the BMW 3-Series gets a new fourth-generation iDrive controller that
features a redesigned menu structure, and direct-select keys surrounding the controller. A
larger, higher resolution 8. BMW has significantly upgraded the turbocharged engine in the i
models; though its horsepower and torque ratings remain the same, a new twin-scroll,
single-turbo arrangement replaces last year's twin-turbo configuration. Acceleration and
responsiveness have been slightly improved. All-new for is a performance-oriented is Coupe,
which pairs the horsepower turbocharged six with BMW's 7-speed DCT Double Clutch gearbox,
an automated transmission that allows quick, rev-matched shifts without the sacrifice in
performance or fuel economy of a standard automatic transmission. And throughout the
3-Series lineup, interior materials and trims have been upgraded. The M3 gets new Competition
Package that lowers suspension, adds 19" wheels as well as an EDC sport mode intended to
further improve handling. Close this Model value: The BMW 3-Series is offered in more body
styles than any other vehicle in its class, and with coupe, sedan, wagon, or convertible variants,
you'll be able to pick the one that fits you best. Across any of these models, the 3-Series has a
refined, sophisticated feel combined with excellent steering and handling and smooth,
responsive powertrains. Particularly of note are the new is Coupe, Read more The BMW
3-Series is offered in more body styles than any other vehicle in its class, and with coupe,
sedan, wagon, or convertible variants, you'll be able to pick the one that fits you best.
Particularly of note are the new is Coupe, which combines the hp turbocharged six and DCT
transmission for the first time, and the d sedan, which can accelerate about as quickly and also
returns a stunning 36 mpg highway. At the top of the range is the renowned M3, available in
coupe, sedan and convertible form. A performance legend, the M3 represents one of the best
performance values on the market today. Close this Model overview: The 3-Series comes in
several different body styles. With Coupe, Convertible, Sedan, and Wagon variants--including
diesel and high-performance M3 variants in some styles--the 3-Series includes a full range of
possibilities. Each of the body styles is offered in i and i variants, with the i including a
horsepower, 3. Read more The 3-Series comes in several different body styles. In the i, the
former twin-turbo setup is replaced with a twin-scroll, single-turbo arrangement which BMW
says allows more torque at lower rpm; peak torque is now available from 1, rpm. Either of these
engines are smooth and free-revving, and they work well either with the standard 6-speed
manual transmission or the available 6-speed Steptronic automatic. Coupes and Sedans are
offered in both rear-wheel or all-wheel drive form. A 3-Series clean-diesel engine is only
available in sedan form. The d Sedan includes a horsepower, 3. The d is only paired with a
6-speed automatic and rear-wheel drive, and returns a very impressive 23 mpg city, 36 mpg
highway. The M3 comes with a 4. Two transmissions are available on the M3: a conventional
6-speed manual and a 7-speed dual-clutch automated manual model. Across the lineup,
3-Series models have a similar front-end appearance but are quite different in layout. Xenon
adaptive headlamps are standard on 3-Series Coupe models, and the Coupes and Convertibles
get a unique taillight design with L-shaped lamps and LED illumination. Coupes and
Convertibles follow a 4-person layout, while Sedans and Wagons have a 3-person back seat. In
place of the center position in Coupe and Convertible models, there's a larger center console
along with storage bins, air vents and footwell lights. Steering and handling remain 3-Series
strengths. Servotronic power steering gives a good feel of the road, but the available Active
Steering is a step up, automatically adjusting the ratio and assistance level to make the car
easier to handle in parking lots as well as on the highway. The Dynamic Stability Control system

helps maintain control either near the limits on sharp corners or on slippery surfaces, and it's
tuned to allow a little more slip--and driving enjoyment--than most systems. The stability control
system will even function like a rear differential and help channel power to the wheels with the
most traction, for improved handling. Brake Standby and Brake Drying help maintain top
braking performance in the wet, and a Start-off Assistant helps smooth starts on a steep incline.
In addition to a full roster of airbags, the 3-Series comes with standard front active head
restraints, to help prevent whiplash injuries. The 3-Series Convertible maintains its
folding-hardtop arrangement, which compromises trunk space slightly but provides a
weather-tight seal from the outside for year-round motoring. An Automatic Air Recirculation
helps improve airflow at lower speeds, while the automatic climate control system includes
three different modes, including a 'Convertible' mode designed for when the roof is open. For
those planning to travel frequently at highway speeds with the top down, there's an available
wind deflector, and the available leather in the Convertible includes sun-reflective treatment
across all surfaces and can reduce interior temperatures by up to 36 degrees. Wagon models
offer an entirely different package aimed at maximizing cargo space and versatility. Wagons are
now only offered in i and ix models. The M3 is available in coupe, sedan and convertible forms.
Long lauded as one of the best performance cars available, it continues this tradition for as
well. Mountains of power, precise handling and clever electronics mean anyone can drive this
inexpensive supercar well. A new-for Competition Package includes upgraded inch wheels,
lowered ride height and tuned electronic dampers and stability control to subtly improve what is
already one of the best driver's cars out there. As in the past, the iDrive controller can be
pressed, twisted, or tilted to make menu selections, and it's now flanked by buttons that access
common functions such as telephone or navigation quickly. Programmable memory keys will
automatically bring up frequently used functions to access easily. Menu structures in the new
iDrive system are new, with a better visual stacking of the menu structure on screen and
symbols. Voice Command allows voice input Within each variation of body style, engine, and
drive system, the 3-Series models come in a single trim, with a pretty lengthy list of standard
features. Rain-sensing wipers, heated mirrors and washer jets, keyless entry, an onboard
computer, dynamic cruise control, automatic climate control, and a sound system with HD radio
are included as standard. Available as part of a Cold Weather Package is a heated steering
wheel and a number of other options and packages bring items like upgraded Dakota leather
upholstery, a moonroof, a navigation system, a rear sunshade, smartphone integration, or an
iPod adapter, as well as Harman Kardon surround sound. An M Sport Package is also offered on
the 3-Series, bringing some of the appearance cues of the high-performance M3 to the i or i. It
includes performance tires on inch wheels, plus sport seats, aerodynamic extras, upgraded
trim, and a higher top speed. On the M3, a Premium Package includes power-folding mirrors,
BMW Assist and Bluetooth, while a Technology package includes keyless entry, a navigation
system with voice command and electronic damping control. Close this There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn
how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Several different body styles to choose from; great
handling and steering; nice, well-controlled ride; available clean-diesel engine on Sedan; new
track-oriented is model; tight retractable hardtop setup for Convertible. For , the BMW 3-Series
gets a new fourth-generation iDrive controller that features a redesigned menu structure, and
direct-select keys surrounding the controller. Read more. Close this. The BMW 3-Series is
offered in more body styles than any other vehicle in its class, and with coupe, sedan, wagon,
or convertible variants, you'll be able to pick the one that fits you best. The 3-Series comes in
several different body styles. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior
Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The full-time
salesperson, Mo, was helpful in answering all my questions without sales pressure. I felt that he
was honest and did not try to hide or cover up anything. The price was fair and the car was as
he described it over the telephone, which I apreciated since I had to drive 75 miles to see it. I did

buy the car, and there were no unwarranted dealer add on fees. This is a smaller lot with about
20 cars. I had a great experience with this dealer. They were friendly, courteous, helpful. Very
honest about the vehicle and they helped us find good financing. I would recommend them.
Thank you. Very good prices and amazing staff. They get anyone approved depending on the
car and downpayment. I highly recommend this place and wanted to let everyone know that I'm
very satisfied with my experience getting a car from speed max. Quick easy experience. Great
price and nice car. I love my automobile. Would recommend. The check-in process to even look
at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one customer and
there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day to even assess
a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. Your choice autos dealership made this
process so easy for me! Salesperson Azeem was great!. I walked in this morning and walked
out within an hour and a half with a Dodge Charger. Everything went very smoothly and quickly.
I would highly recommend buying your next vehicle from them. If I could give zero stars I would.
Complete jerks! The car got sold before we had a chance to see it. Great experience. Helpful
sales guys. We will go back for our next car. Poor customer service from the time I walked into
the location. The car was not service nor was it cleaned. The car had check engine light on and
the radio didn't work. After they confirmed with me twice that I was coming to see this car at a
set time. Very poor customer service. Dealer encouraged me to apply for a loan and then never
followed, called me back, or returned any of my attempts to find out the status of the loan. Good
dealer, I bought a good car for good price. Also they changed the front glass for me but didn't
give me a extra wheel. Called was told kia was available came out to be told was sold another
wasted trip. I asked about a veloster never answered lol. Tony made sure everything was good
on the truck before letting us drive off. Very good to work with. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than
normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a
loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great engineering
driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation of the
ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first
bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year.
Why Use CarGurus? I like the car it is fun to drive and good looking, however, the only main
problem with it is the fact that it breaks down often and is expensive to repair. It has cost me
large amounts of money to fix it. The ac is very weak even after trying many times fixing it.
Every year I have owned my vehicle it has required some major repair. At this point the vehicle
has barely over k miles on it and it is basically on its last leg, requiring more money in repairs
than the vehicle itself is worth. Maintenance is terribly expensive and I expect better for a
European-made car. Over , miles, internal machinery engine problems start piling up. The car is
fantastic otherwise if it remains well maintained and is driven well. BMWs have a long lifespan
only if they're taken care of and given adequate attention over time. Desperate for quick and
informed advice. If possible please email me at 24minutejedi gmail. Thanks in advance! Great
steering and brakes, extremely reliable and comfortable, featuring leather seats, navigation
system and sunroof. Excellent and dependable car. Best car I have ever owned. I have owned
several BMW models, but this one is by far the very best ever. This car amazing power and
beautiful styling. Also has great aftermarket options. Have had no maintenance in the first year
of ownership. Have owned BMWs for years and this is by far the best bang for the buck so far. I
highly recommend this car over any of the lower comparable models. Go for the and you will
not be disappointed. Reliable, zippy fun drive. Low to ground for sleek navigation of high speed
open roads. Easily gets up and goes with reasonable fuel economy. Fits child seat with no
issues. Lacks trunk access from interior cabin but spacious trunk for storage and transit. Great
to start. Once over k problems started arising. I have had the car for 3 years. Mostly no issues.
Comfortable leather seating and heated. It is a dependable car until mileage picks up.
Recommend leasing vs purchasing. I am not a fan of the seats are a bit uncomfortable. A few
pieces on the interior have broken, like my main cup holder and it is in a awkward place. I also
wish it had Bluetooth for an easier hands free experience, this should come standard on all
BMW's at this point. Not a feature. Fast, accelerates really quickly to a high speed. Leather

interior. Really comfortable. Technology is a little old since there's no touch screen or
complicated Bluetooth system, but overall a great car. Maintenance of car may be high with
estimated costs of hundreds every year. My BMW is very lovely car for me. Its feel very comfort
and it also have good performance. I really like the car very much. It is the primary car in my
house. I didn't any kind of problems in my car still now. That is why I like this car very much. My
family members also love this vehicle. This car was a great buy. It is durable and has lasted 9
years now. The only issues I have is that last year, coils in my engine started to blow. This is a
very expensive fix. Once you get close to the 10 year mark you may want to consider a trade in.
My car moves when you step on the gas! It is really very efficient with gas mileage. The hard top
makes it as reliable or more than any other car but the convertible top makes it fun! The interior
and steering wheel are leather and extremely comfortable. The back seat is roomy enough for
two people to ride. The car is fast and handles very well. It is loaded with features and very
comfortable as well. It is expensive to keep up with maintenance unless you know how to work
on them as they are different than working on domestic vehicles. Buying a BMW is bound to
come with minor electrical issues. The first problem I had was with the rdc module component
which was an easy fix. Recently I had to replace the cup holder which was inexpensive via
amazon prime. I really enjoyed the feel of this vehicle as well as how the horse and motor power
and engine feel. The drive is great and the features it has is beneficial and as well as important.
Some of the problems I have is when driving at a higher speed it may start a little slower when
the Mileage increases and etc, another problem may be the space, maybe if it was more
comfortable for people with taller heights such as myself. The car drives smoothly, I love the
Bluetooth option for the car. I also enjoy the sensor that's in the car, if you get too close to
something it beeps at you. I love that the side mirror turn down when you put the car in reverse.
The seats have an extension so if you have longer legs you can pull out that and be able sit
more comfortable. The BMW 3 series has to be an amazing car! It is been my daily for over a
year. The comfort of this car is amazing, always rides so smooth, and it is really fast. I love the
black interior design as it really makes me happy to feel like I am driving with style. The 3. Even
though it is a i, no turbo is needed is you want reliability. These cars have strong engines, not
as strong as before, but still strong. The accurate design that have to make the engine fit in the
engine bay with a lot of covers makes it easier to work on these cars in my opinion. All works
well. Drive smooth with sport package. Maybe have Bluetooth will be better. No need to repair
lots of times. Sometimes will oil leak if using for a long time but do not need to spend lots of
money to repair. Front seat heated and automatic seat is so comfortable. Usually nothing be
wrong with but from time to time it is things like air will mess up lil things but the lil things cost
with the BMW. Everything on it is so expensive it is aggravating. But I mean if you actually get
the car it is the best thing ever. Even the design. If I do not have my car I miss my car it is
beautiful. My car performs very well, I like my car a lot. I have never had a problem with my car.
When BMW developed the first generation 3 series, there was an absolutely clear vision to set it
apart from others. I do not have any issues or problems with my BMW every since I got it two
years ago from a new car store. It drives just fine and is my favorite kind of car to drive over all
the other cars I have ever had in my whole entire life. The car has a powerful and efficient
engine, with sports car performance and coupe practicality, high-quality interior, convertible's
sun-reflective leather. The gas mileage is also very good, and the car brakes very well. Only con
with the vehicle is the inconsistent check lights. When I first got the car I had to replace multiple
things on it. I bought the car used with low miles, but seemed as though I am always in the
shop. I had engine bolts break and fall into the engine etc. I still really love my car. It has all the
features I want in a vehicle except for navigation. My next car will have navigation. The car is a
really great car! I have had it for about a year now and I havent really had any problems besides
regular maintenance problems. The only thing is one of the engine coils and sparks plugs
started misfiring on my way home from vacation last year and I haven't gotten the same gas
mileage since it got fixed. But other than that it is been an amazing car! Get really good gas
mileage regardless of it not being the same, it is still really good. It fits a good amount of stuff in
the trunk if you know how to pack it properly. Overall, I would say it is a pretty reliable car.
Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews.
Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews.
Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Nayef A wrote on January 28, Stu N wrote on January
28, John A wrote on December 3, Ryan wrote on November 10, Cat M wrote on October 13,
Vince G wrote on October 11, Dane F wrote on October 4, Kendal B wrote on October 4, Amy M
wrote on October 1, Sandy H wrote on October 1, Jeffery B wrote on September 29, Samantha W
wrote on September 28, Dawn S wrote on September 27, Dustin B wrote on September 26,
Ashley A wrote on September 24, Mike M wrote on September 24, Jordan R wrote on September

23, Dilmer R wrote on September 22, Krystal H wrote on September 18, Tim J wrote on
September 12, Lynn W wrote on September 10, Karen D wrote on September 8, Elizabeth I wrote
on September 7, Karlene F wrote on September 5, Alexandria M wrote on September 3, Continue
to Overview. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 3 Series. Overview
Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive
Transmission 6-speed manual. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine
size 3. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes 4
one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature
display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 6
-way manual driver seat adjustments yes bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger
seat yes height adjustable driver seat yes Front shoulder room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Length Height EPA interior volume Wheel base
Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See 3 Series Inventory. Sign Up. See 3
Series Inventory. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 3 Series.
Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type All wheel drive Center
limited slip differential yes Transmission 6-speed manual mechanical center differential yes.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power
Feature Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes 4 one-touch power windows yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low
fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer
yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 6 -way manual driver seat adjustments yes
bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes height adjustable driver seat yes
Front shoulder room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0.
Length Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 3
Series. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr.
Inventory See 3 Series Inventory. Sign Up. See 3 Series Inventory. Part installations must be
performed by a licensed ASE Certified mechanic. In the event a part sold with a warranty fails to
operate within the warranty period we will replace the part s with a functionally equivalent part
or refund the part purchase price, at our option. Once you obtain an RMA number, please ship
the item back to us at the below address along with all proper documentation and original RMA
number:. International Shipping is available at this time on select parts only. Please see the
individual listing and its Shipping Tab for availability to your location. Pick up at our facilities is
available. Please send us an eBay Message prior to your purchase to arrange pick up. All parts
are shipped within business days of purchase unless otherwise stated. Please allow business
days for delivery of your part s. Most areas within the continental US receive their items within 5
business days. No expedited shipping options are available at this time. If an item arrives
damaged, please contact us immediately through eBay Messaging within at least 24 hours for
further instructions. The items that you see in the pictures are the same items that will be
shipped to you. If we are unable to answer your questions before the listing ends, the item will
be re-listed again soon for you to purchase. Core Charge. A core charge is sometimes applied
to re-buildable parts such as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of their
original price. If the part you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in the
description. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the condition and
quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing
how these codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets your expectations
before you buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it. Welcome to our
eBay Store! The 30 Day period starts when you take possession of the part. No labor warranty is
provided. Part installations must be performed by a licensed ASE Certified mechanic In the
event a part sold with a warranty fails to operate within the warranty period we will replace the
part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund the part purchase price, at our option. No
refund on deposits or unwanted special order parts or special "cut" items. To return an item you
must contact us through eBay Messaging within the 30 Day period to obtain an RMA number
Return Material Authorization Original shipping charges and return shipping charges will not be
refunded. We try to answer all messages within 24 hours. A Grade - The highest quality part. B

Grade - The second level quality part. It is of average miles and normal condition for its age. C
Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
nighthawk cafe
sand rail motor options
ford kuga manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

